In Case You Missed It ...

Features

Groundbreaking ceremony set for new Fort Hays State track and field facility.

RISE celebrates three records set at meet.

A Fort Hays State graduate posts best CPA score in Kansas—again.

Fort Hays State student's work chosen for sculpture tour.

RISE Communication Studies Department promotes new 3D virtual environment project: Tiger Range.

The separate online screenings in April provided insight into the programs for value, curriculum, and future student interest.

COMMERCE (FHSU) to graduate 3,794 this year in ceremonies Friday night.

Rise, honors dean's UAM program with PAXE faculty.

Rise, campus leaders prepare faculty, staff for change.

Alphas Kappa Psi helps prepare students for life in the Real World.

Outstanding faculty awards for spring 2016 announced at Fort Hays State.

College brings social work bachelor's to Dodge City.
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Rise, honors dean's UAM program with PAXE faculty.
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Alphas Kappa Psi helps prepare students for life in the Real World.
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College brings social work bachelor's to Dodge City.